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Literacy India

Gurugram

Literacy India (LI) is one of our partner NGOs operating from
Gurugram. LI focuses on educating underprivileged women and
children and empowering them to become self reliant and employable.
KPMG Resource Centre Private Limited (KRCPL) supports their
project Vidyapeeth, which is being run out of a school based in village
Bajghera, Gurugram. The school supports students from nearby
underprivileged communities. They run classes up to high school.
KRCPL also supports the mid-day meal program for their students.
This program helps prevent malnutrition, increases classroom
enrolment and retention, improves student participation and
concentration and reduces dropout rates.
However, since schools were closed this year due to the pandemic,
we distributed grocery kits including essential nutritious items for the
students instead.
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Manzil Mystics

Gurugram

We support a music program for children of our partner
NGO Manzil Mystics. Through music, we intend to teach
children how to express their hopes, feelings, ideas,
happiness, anger and frustration.
The activities are designed to be fun and creative, and
many times we extend them to incorporate lessons of
reading, writing, speaking English, values, social & life
skills, menstrual hygiene, reproductive health and
gender education.
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Alohomora

Delhi

We partnered with the NGO Alohomora that works with
the Delhi government on an Entrepreneurship Mindset
Curriculum (EMC) program, to instill an entrepreneurial
outlook in young students. It has been developed by
SCERT Delhi with help from teachers and NGOs and
focuses on providing real-life experiences to students
between grade 9 and 12 that can help them become
responsible professionals.
Alohomora provides strategic support to SCERT and the
EMC team, organizes live sessions with entrepreneurs
from different fields and runs student-led projects for
exploring different career paths including starting their
own businesses.
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Uttarakhand

Sshrishti
Sshrishti is one of our partner NGOs in Delhi. Sshrishti
directly impacts the lives of many children through their
Learning Centres in Delhi NCR by providing quality
education and nutrition as well as supplementary
educational facilities. It provides skill training to the
youth to enhance their employability for a better future
and actively works toward improving the lives of
marginalized women.
KRCPL supports three Sshrishti Learning Centres in
Uttarakhand where they provide online education to
school students and young adults. Of these, some are
enrolled for computer classes and the rest are enrolled
for remedial classes for spoken English, Mathematics,
etc.
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Don Bosco India
Don Bosco is a Kochi based NGO that
reaches out to and rescues children and at-risk
youth with an objective to protect, educate
rehabilitate and inspire them towards realizing
their full potential.

Kochi

KRCPL supports skill development, remedial
classes, extracurricular activities, scholarships
and nutrition for children and youths residing
within the Don Bosco campus.
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Bengaluru

Sportz Village Foundation
Sportz Village Foundation (SVF), India’s number one sports education
organization, believes that playing sports is an integral part of a child’s
education. This aligns perfectly with our belief that a child’s holistic
development is not complete without the inclusion of physical activity.
We have already been working towards improving the quality of
education, nutrition, skill development, honing the entrepreneurial
mindset in students and integrating SVF’s pioneering scientifically
researched and highly tested Sport for Change program is an
excellent way to ensure well-rounded development and empowerment
of children from underserved communities.
We will execute this programme in 5–7 govt. schools and engage with
1,500+ students from middle grades. We will also run an after-school
academy for 80 exceptionally talented children and offer them the
opportunity to participate in district/state-level tournaments.
KRCPL colleagues can also volunteer to support children in ongoing
sports training sessions and events etc.
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Maharashtra

Kalptaru
As part of our green initiatives, we have been conducting regular tree
planting drives across the country. Our colleagues support this goal of
being environmentally sustainable by participating in these activities,
thereby helping us increase the green cover in the cities in which we
operate.
KRCPL supports Kalptaru in organizing tree plantation drives. This
year we organized sapling plantations in Beed, Maharashtra.
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Team Everest

Pan India

Team Everest (TE) is one of the biggest youth-run NGOs in India. They
have over 25,000 volunteers focused on motivating individuals to
volunteer at least once a month and make a difference by providing
quality education to financially challenged children. KRCPL has
partnered with TE to support the mentorship and skill development
program for school and college students. The NGO conducted various
initiatives throughout the year for the beneficiaries.
KRCPL colleagues volunteered for these initiatives aimed at reaching
beneficiaries across the country.
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Pan India

Connecting Dreams Foundation
Connecting Dreams Foundation (CDF) aims to
address the SDG-based challenges through
entrepreneurial action and youth participation. CDF is
working largely to utilize the potential of the youth and
directing it towards activities that will lead to inclusive
social development. It provides an opportunity to bring
about a sustainable and scalable change by working
along the lines of 17 SDGs. They focus on the
multidimensionality of development from job creation,
community development & empowerment, education,
entrepreneurship, health, environment and much
more.
KRCPL supports the organization through volunteering
activities to train the youth and direct them towards
creating sustainable business models in line with the
17 SDGs.
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Bhumi
Bhumi is a Tamil Nadu-based NGO, which is working
towards providing holistic education and enabling
sustainable livelihoods for 5,000 children.

Pan India

KGSPL, in partnership with Bhumi is focused on
educating children on the importance of environmental
sustainability.
Colleagues can volunteer in engagement projects for the
children to raise awareness on environmental
conservation.
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Rosy Blue Foundation (Connect For)
ConnectFor offers an exclusively curated virtual volunteering program.
Their priority is to continue their efforts to help with capacity building and
the daily administration of organizations such as day-schools, hospitals
and shelter homes.

Pan India

KRCPL colleagues volunteer in activities facilitated by Connect For
aimed at bridging the gap in classroom learning, providing recreational
virtual games to keep children engaged and encourage creativity.
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